By one account the name Pullman is attributed to Bolin Farr who in 1875 homesteaded in the area creating the Three Forks Ranch. As the area attracted more settlers, Farr set aside a tract of land and platted it to town lots.

**EMD SD40 Wikipedia**

April 19th, 2019 - Design. Like its predecessor in EMD's catalog the SD35, the SD40 is a high horsepower six-axle freight locomotive. In 1966, EMD updated its locomotive catalog with entirely new models all powered by the new 645 diesel engine. These included six-axle models SD38, SD40, SDP40 and SD45. All shared standardized components including the frame, cab, generator, trucks, traction motors and air.

**EMD SD40 2 Wikipedia**

April 17th, 2019 - The EMD SD40 2 is a 3 000 horsepower 2 200 kW C C road switcher diesel electric locomotive built by EMD from 1972 to 1989. The SD40 2 was introduced in January 1972 as part of EMD's Dash 2 series competing against the GE U30C and the ALCO Century 630. Although higher horsepower locomotives were available including EMD's own SD45 2, the reliability and versatility of the 3 000 horsepower.

**George's Trains Coming Down the Tracks for HO Scale**

April 18th, 2019 - Click on an Item in the Table Below to View. Click on the camera icon to view a picture of the product. All prices subject to change due to currency exchange rate fluctuations.